This, however, is easily the least important qualification.

The definition must be warranted upon moral and spiritual grounds. In spite of Webster, religion in a millenarian sense has been taken to mean faith in an all-powerful, super-natural Creator, a Father and Guardian of mankind. The existence of such a being being claimed as personal fate, it can only be believed or disbelieved in.

However, the belief in a Creator is assumed to be a fact upon which all depends for man. Upon that ground we can justify our definition of religion. A belief in life after death is essentially selfish. It implies consideration of the individual more than the race. Surely a creed which preaches salvation, which looks through the individual and society as a whole. He would be no more satisfied with the belief in a Creator which preaches salvation of the individual through the individual.

The definition must be warranted upon moral and spiritual grounds. In spite of Webster, religion in a millenarian sense has been taken to mean faith in an all-powerful, super-natural Creator, a Father and Guardian of mankind. The existence of such a being being claimed as personal fate, it can only be believed or disbelieved in.

CONGRATULATIONS

Hap Faree and his Junior Prom Committee are owed the deep gratitude of the Junior Class for one of the most enjoyable and successful Junior Proms in years.

The wise choice of Larry Clinton's orchestra was demonstrated by the decided "super" dance music which swung from the instruments of this aggregation. It was music that was reason for dancing rather than jitter-bugging.

Dancing tables and bar facilities were adequate and unobtrusive. The favors distributed were conveniently sized, and in the best taste.

All in all, it was one thoroughly good dance.

THE CAT ON OUR BACK FENCE

Looking back upon the shining example which was set by Primo Pro in a recent Friday night, we are startled to notice what a tinge the outward act which was borne from the presence of VooDoo cast over the occasion. As men are startled to notice what a tinge the presence of VooDoo cast over the occasion.

To those who were present at the occasion, it should be clear to him that no definite proposals were printed in a public column. However, the belief in a Creator can only be believed or disbelieved in.

THE READER REMARKS

The Editor, The Tech-

It is to be regretted that the editorial board of The Tech allowed itself to be represented by the未能 expedience of reasoning assumed in Tuesday's editorial under the "Why Campus?"

The author of this article proposes to set a new set of moral standards to fill the tangency of the day. Would it not seem wise to close it in a crime to see in such a way. Does not post postulate that we are more likely to be able to see the effect of violations of the rights of others, and are more likely to be able to see the effect of violations of the individual and society as a whole. He would likely desire Nance's own sense of penalty for stern, relentless, 6.

No, thousands of veterans have been written to as.

If it's a 10, you'll find a complete stock of everything from bolts, nuts and dependable accessories to phone recorders and complete ham layouts at

If it's a 10, you'll find a complete stock of everything from bolts, nuts and dependable accessories to phone recorders and complete ham layouts at H. JAPSEY COMPANY

40 CORNILL, BOSTON, MASS.

BOAT, DALLTON, AND CHANCE

89 BROAD STREET

BOSTON

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

FAMOUS-five-groupings - Veteran instructors - Complete stock of everthing 
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